
Anticipate and manage supplier risk, minimize 
supply chain disruptions, prevent litigation and 
protect your corporate brand with help from  
this next-generation risk-monitoring solution.

LexisNexis SmartWatch® User Guide

Go beyond standard risk 
awareness to proactively 
monitor your entire 
supply chain.
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Sign In
1. Go to http://smartwatch.lexisnexis.com.
2. Enter your ID, password and client ID.
3. Click Sign In.
4. Click Accept to accept the Terms of Use.
Important information about your password: For security 
purposes, the password initially assigned to your ID is 
temporary. The first time you sign in, you’ll be prompted  
to change your password. This is to ensure that your  
password is unique to you and meets our security guidelines.  
For security reasons, do not share your password with  

other users. If you should forget your password, please  
use the “Forgot your password?” feature located directly 
under the sign-in fields and follow the instructions.

The Dashboard tab 
The LexisNexis SmartWatch dashboard is the first thing 
you will see when you sign in. The dashboard is designed to 
ensure that important risks events are surfaced so you can 
get a near real-time view of recent activity. The suppliers you 
provide are listed at the left of the grid—grouped in any way 
you specify into Supplier Categories. At the top of the grid are 
the six Risk Dimension columns: Political, Economic, Societal, 
Technical, Legal and Environmental. At the cellular intersection 
where the risk category meets the supplier category, you’ll see 
color-coded risk scores that indicate that one or more of the 
suppliers in that category has a risk event. Expand the category 
to view the suppliers underneath to find the supplier(s) with 
negative risk scores in a particular category.  Then, clicking on 
the color-coded risk cell allows you to quickly drill down and 
review the articles to learn the events driving the scores. The 
dashboard is also available in German and French languages. 
To see the dashboard in German or French simply click on the 
red Home Page Navigation menu at the top of the screen and 
select the Language and Time Zone option.

The columns are comprised of supply-chain risk categories organized into six categories—Political, Economic, Societal, Technical, 
Legal and Environmental (PESTLE) as follows:

Risk Examples

Political Governmental policies regarding taxation, labor, importation/exportation, as well as general political stability

Economic Company economic issues like layoffs, bankruptcy or macroeconomics—such as a recession impacting an entire industry  
or volatility of commodity prices, etc.

Societal Issues related to the supplier code of conduct that could impact the company’s reputation, like human rights abuses,  
child labor or worker health and safety

Technical Factors affecting the cost, quality and distribution of the commodity, including cyber theft, power outages, obsolescence,  
port closures, etc.

Legal Legal issues related to supplier(s), such as product recalls, false advertising or litigation; or on a macro level, regulations  
and enforcement activities that affect the way business is done

Environmental Extreme weather conditions, pollution, pandemic and other natural or man-made risk events that could impact the supply chain

Overview 
LexisNexis SmartWatch® leverages authoritative content and 
technologies to provide a whole new way to monitor third-
party risks. An organization gives LexisNexis the list of vendors 
they wish to monitor—even small, international companies—
and LexisNexis SmartWatch mines over 26,000 authoritative, 
global news sources twice a day for the latest risk events. 
It then surfaces and scores results in a color-coded risk 
dashboard or via email alerts, allowing you to easily and 
efficiently monitor hundreds or even thousands of suppliers.

http://smartwatch.lexisnexis.com
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G  A flag icon   by a supplier indicates that the supplier may 
be listed on sanctions or watch lists, such as OFAC, to help 
ensure you stay in compliance by not conducting business 
with banned entities or conducting enhanced due diligence 
as required.

H  If your subscription includes Experian financial credit 
data and risk scores, you will see indicators if any of your 
U.S.-based suppliers are in a high-risk classification for 
their Financial Stability Risk ScoreSM , Intelliscore PlusSM 
(predictive credit score)   or if the supplier files for 
bankruptcy  . 

I  Above-average negative press coverage can be a strong 
indicator of an important event impacting your supplier.   
If any supplier receives an unusual spike in press coverage,  
the fire icon 

 
 will appear to the left of the supplier’s name.

J  To temporarily remove supplier categories from the supplier 
list, navigate to the supplier category you want to hide.  Clear 
the check box next to the supplier category. The category is 
removed.  Once you remove a supplier category, you can add it 
back to the supplier list by clicking the Show all categories link.

K  Your list of supplier categories (and suppliers) can be quite 
large. If you need to find a specific category or supplier name, 
you can filter the list to show just those entities that contain 
the text for which you are searching. Simply enter your search 
terms and click Find.

 Save dashboard data allows you to save and download  
the dashboard scores into a spreadsheet for further analysis 
or integration with your own risk models.

 The global navigation bar lets you navigate to Charts, Alerts, 
Language and Time Zone, and Resource pages, as well as 
Lexis Diligence® (additional subscription required).

A  Suppliers are scored for each of the six PESTLE risk 
dimensions and rolled up to the category level. Risks are 
assigned to suppliers based on the company, its assigned 
industry or its locations matching to a risk event.  Click Expand 
within any column head to see whether the risk applies to the 
company (COM), the industry (IND) or the location (LOC). Or 
click the Expand all columns link above the columns to view all 
risks by their assigned COM/IND/LOC categories.

B  Risks are color-coded allowing you to quickly identify  
and respond to risks affecting your supply chain:
• Red = high risk (81 – 100 score)
• Orange = medium risk (61 – 80 score) 
• Yellow = fair risk (31 – 60 score)
• White = no risk events were found
Note: Scores are based on the severity and relevance of the event  
weighted by the importance ranking that you provided for each  
Supplier, Supplier Category and Risk Dimension.

C  Choose to view information for a particular time frame  
by selecting an option from the Date Range pull-down  
list. Select daily, past three days, past week, past two  
weeks or past month. You can also filter your dashboard to 
display suppliers meeting specified criteria, e.g., Red-level 
risk suppliers only, suppliers with Sanction Flag only, or 
suppliers with risky Experian scores only.

D  Click the color-coded cell at the intersection of the  
Supplier and the Risk category to see the risk results  
and documents driving the score.

E  The newly added document icon   indicates that new 
documents have been loaded in the last 24 hours. When 
viewing the dashboard, this helps prioritize the suppliers  
with the freshest coverage.

F  Click the  next to a supplier or a group of suppliers to 
quickly modify your alert from the dashboard.

Key dashboard features and functions:

A

B

C
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N  Select articles from checkbox in first column and choose 
delivery options as follows:  

  •    Send to folder—Documents are sent to folder at the top 
of the page. From this folder, you can work with multiple 
documents, selecting articles for deletion or delivery.  

  •    Delivery folder allows you to select multiple documents 
for delivery into a single report.

  •    Whether working from the folder for creating a report  
with multiple documents, or using the delivery options 
directly from the  cite screen, the options are the same:

  •    Download—Add your own notes, select format (text or 
PDF), which creates a report-like document, complete 
with linkable table of contents or RTF for Microsoft® Word 
delivery. 

O  View the dashboard and click on any color-coded cell 
to review the results driving the score. Upon clicking the 
cell, you will be presented with a cite list. The results are 
sorted by the risk score for each document. This enables 
you to focus on the most important information first. An 
exclamation mark (!) to the left of the headline means that 
the article was given an “automatically accelerate” rating 
due to high risk of an event, such as bankruptcy.

P  Articles loaded within the past 24 hours are identified  
in the New column. You can sort for New articles rather  
than the default Risk sort by clicking the New heading,  
which will result in new articles appearing first.

Q  With sources available in three languages, a new Language 
sort has been added to help you quickly identify and  sort by 
your preferred language.

R  The Summary section provides a cite listing with headlines 
and source information for quick review. Articles from Web 
sources are identified by a new Web Icon. Click the title of 
any article to view the full text and get the context behind the 
risk score.

S   On the left panel, a feedback form provides an opportunity 
for you to share your opinion on the relevance of the article. 
Your feedback is used to refine LexisNexis SmartWatch 
algorithms, where necessary, to continually enhance the 
relevancy of the results.

T  Click on a company name to access available company 
profiles including: 

  •  Experian®—the latest Experian commercial credit  score 
and a summary of the suppliers’ financial activities. From 
this report, you can link to the matching Experian powered 
business report for a deeper look at the suppliers’ credit, 
payment history, derogatory public filings and more.

  •  Dun & Bradstreet®, Dun’s Market Identifiers® and 
Worldbase®—premier sources for hard-to-find, basic 
company information.

  •  Corporate Affiliations™ profile—offering a deep company 
profile with company contacts, descriptions, products, 
and family-tree hierarchy (parents/children of your supplier)

Key dashboard features and functions (continued):

N

O P Q R

S

T
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The Charts tab 
The Charts tab allows you to track trends on specific suppliers, 
supplier categories or risk categories over time. You can use 
insights gained here to create more robust risk-management 
strategies, focus on areas with the highest risk and quantify the 
impact of any recent risk-mitigation initiatives.

The first time you view the Charts tab, only two key charts  
will appear on the home page:

• Risk Dimension Chart—Overall view of the supply chain  
that shows a trend line for each of the PESTLE risks.

•  Supplier Chart—Score trending by supplier category.  
At the default level, you will see a chart with the highest 
supplier category levels depicted.  

The charts selected to display on the home page appear 
outlined in blue.

• Supplier Charts are available for each supplier category 
and display trending scores for each supplier within that 
category. To create and view additional supplier charts, 
click Additional Charts on the CHARTS home page or click 
directly on a specific supplier category within the highest- 
level category chart. Users can create custom charts 
by drilling down on the supplier category level to create 
children charts. For instance, if software is one of  
the categories, users can click on the word software 
and create a new chart of the software category with the 
individual suppliers as the trend lines.

When saving chart data, you can now download up to one 
year of scores with one click for your own trend analysis.

You can:
• Add or delete supplier category charts based on  

your interests at any given time.

• Save favorite charts to replace the default supplier category 
chart on the home page.

• Download and save charts as PDF files to add to your  
risk reports or other internal reports.

• Save chart data to Create a CSV file of the chart data  
that can be downloaded into a spreadsheet for  
additional analysis.
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Setting up Alerts 
You can monitor your suppliers by using the online dashboard or  
setting up Alerts on high-risk or critical suppliers to be delivered  
directly to your email address.

1 Choose Email Alert & Feeds from the global navigation 
bar. The EMAIL ALERT & FEEDS page will appear.

 2 Click On to enable Alerts, which appears in the  
Set alert properties box.

 3 Select desired alert frequency—once per day or twice 
per day

    4 Enter the email address(es) to which you want the  
alerts sent—enter up to three addresses separated  
by semicolons.

    5 Users can be alerted to negative news events, sanctions/
watchlists and negative Experian scores via email alerts.  
The frequency setting applies to News alerts only. Sanction  
list alerts and Experian alerts are delivered as they become 
available. 

 6 Select desired suppliers—choose as many as you like—by 
clicking the appropriate checkboxes. (NOTE: Quickly find  
a supplier by clicking the appropriate letter along the top  
of the supplier list.)

   7 Click Save.

Setting up an alert on the Alerts page:
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Creating & Managing RSS/ATOM Feeds
New! Create your own addition of RSS and  
ATOM feeds. Integrate LexisNexis SmartWatch 
news and PESTLE scores results into your 
workflow applications and tools to efficiently  
track and manage your suppliers.

1 Next to the Email Alert Tab is a new tab entitled  
Feeds, where you can create or manage your  
RSS or ATOM feeds.

 2 To create a new feed you need to:

 • Select the suppliers you wish to save

 •  Select the risk perspectives you want to include: 
company, industry and location

 • Give it a name

 3 Click Generate Feed URL to see an RSS or ATOM feed 
that you can copy and paste into your feed reader or 
internal enterprise applications to automatically populate 
with the latest news and scores—without needing to 
check the website.

  4 Once you click Done, the Supplier selections are cleared, 
allowing you to create additional feeds.

 Important note: When you click on a new feed, you will 
receive an error message because the feed hasn’t yet  
been populated with news. The feed will work with the  
next update within 12 – 24 hours. 

5 In the Manage Feeds subtab, users can delete feeds or  
edit them by adding or removing suppliers.

Example of completed feed as seen in a feed reader. 
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Adding documents to a folder
While viewing a cite list of documents, click the checkbox 
next to the ones you want to save and click the folder 

 icon.

OR

While viewing the text of an individual document, just click 
the folder  icon.

From the folder, you can work with multiple documents, 
selecting articles for deletion or delivery. The Delivery folder 
allows you to select multiple documents for delivery into  
a single report.

When working with a folder, you may select as many as  
100 documents to store there. Selected documents  
remain in the folder for as long as 24 hours after the  
time of your search or until you deliver or delete them—
whichever comes first.

Emailing documents
1. While viewing a cite list of documents, click the checkbox 

next to the ones you want to email and click the email 
 icon.

 OR

 While viewing the text of an individual document, just 
click the email   icon.

 THEN

2. Enter as many as three email addresses in the To box, 
separated by semicolons. You can also enter an email 
address in the Notes box.

3. From the Send as list, choose either to include the 
document as an attachment or as an HTML page 
directly in your email message. If you choose to include 
the document as an attachment, select the desired 
document format.

4. From the Document view list, choose to include just the 
cite list or the full text.

5. From the Page options list, select which pages you want 
to include.

6. Click Email to send.

Downloading documents
1. While viewing a cite list of documents, click the checkbox 

next to the ones you want to download and click the 
document download  icon.

 OR

 While viewing the text of an individual document, just 
click the document download  icon.

 THEN

2. Optional: You can enter information about the download 
in the Notes box.

3. Select the desired document format from the Format 
list—text, RTF (formatted text) or PDF—complete with an 
auto-generated, linkable table of contents.

4. From the Document view list, choose to include just the 
cite list or the full text.

5. From the Page options list, select which pages you want 
to include.

6. Click Download to save.

Printing documents
1. While viewing a cite list of documents, click the checkbox 

next to the ones you want to download and click the 
printer  icon.

 OR

 While viewing the text of an individual document, just 
click the printer  icon.

 THEN

2. From the Document view list, choose to print just the 
cite list or the full text.

3. From the Page options list, select which pages you want 
to print.

4. Click Print.

Saving or sharing the documents you review 
As you review the results of your searches, you’ll find documents you may want to print, download or email. Additionally, you may 
want to save documents to a folder, which collects and temporarily stores documents so you can perform delivery options later.



Resources 
While LexisNexis SmartWatch provides you direct access  
to news that may affect your specific suppliers adversely,  
you may want to track general procurement information 
that isn’t necessarily associated with your suppliers. You  
can use the RESOURCES page of LexisNexis SmartWatch  
to do this. 

 

To access this page, choose Resources from the global 
navigation bar. The RESOURCES page will appear. This page is 
divided into different sections:

• A weather newsfeed appears in the left pane of the page

• Economic, environmental, geopolitical, legal/compliance, 
societal and technical/operational resources appear in  
the right pane

Help and support
Our LexisNexis   user site offers LexisNexis SmartWatch  
tips, training, self-paced online tutorials, printed literature, 
contact information and more.

LexisNexis SmartWatch  Online Tutorials provide more 
detailed information related to the many product features 
and functions—such as creating alerts and saving, emailing, 
downloading or printing documents. Access to online  
tutorials is also available by clicking the help link to the  
right of the global navigation.

LexisNexis® Customer Support is available—24/7 at 
800.543.6862—to assist you with product-related  
questions, including those related to the LexisNexis 
SmartWatch features and functions. This group  
also provides assistance with telecommunications  
questions, technical and ID-related issues, and  
billing questions.
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 CLICK THE ICONCONNECT WITH US

@LexisNexisBiz

Go Beyond with LexisNexis SmartWatch®

To learn more about the ways LexisNexis SmartWatch® can  
enable you to proactively monitor your entire supply chain,  
go to www.lexisnexis.com/smart-watch or speak to  
one of our sales representatives at 800.227.4908.

http://www.lexisnexis.com/bis-user-information/smartwatch/
help.lexisnexis.com/tabula-rasa/smartwatch/home?lbu=US&locale=en_us&audience=lienduser
https://twitter.com/LexisNexisBiz
http://www.youtube.com/user/LNBISCHANNEL/feed
https://twitter.com/LexisNexisBiz

